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Students from Idaho talk about hydrology and the practices that have lowered the level of Laja Lake in the Laguna deI Laja National
Park in Chile. The lake level has gone down almost 200 feet, and the volume has declined 80%, due to diversions for an out of basin
hydroelectric facility.

Traveling to Chile to Learn About Idaho's Water Resource Issues
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January, students and facor the first two weeks of
ulty from the University of
Idaho's Water Resources
program visited Concepci6n, Chile to study water resource
issues in the Biobjo River Basin. As
part of a National Science Foundation funded Integrated Graduate
Education and Research Traineeship
(IGERT) program,1 this visit sought
to expose the Idaho students to water resource issues in a different legal,
cultural, and physical environment.
While the students (and their faculty advisors) succeeded in learning
a significant amount of information
in a short period of time - with invaluable help from Chilean student
and faculty colleagues - the most
significant lessons learned in Chile
were not about the Biobjo or Chil-

ean law or culture. Rather, the most
significant, and hopefully longestlasting, lessons were about the water
resource issues we face at home in
Idaho.
One of our challenges was to
avoid viewing Chile only through
the lens of our own experiences.
When comparing our legal institutions - in this case, water resource
institutions - to those of developing nations, it is simplest to assume
that our successes are the result of
wise choices, careful and strategic
institutional design, a free-market
economy, or legal stability. Our first
response to a problem is often, "well,
this is what we do...4' with the implicit assumption that our approach
should work in the new context as
well. And to some extent, it was an
appreciation of a U.S.-style market
economy that led Chile's "Chicago

We should be cautious when
we assess water resource
conflicts in new geographic,
ecological, hydrological, legal,
and cultural settings.
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Boys"2 to develop a water code that
relies almost entirely on privatization and freely tradable water rights,
with little to no government regulation over how, where, when, why, or
3
even if water is used.
But what appear to be benefits of
our system, relative to Chile - i.e.,
situations in which we seem to avoid
conflict - might rather be byproducts of our own mistakes, or the luck
of historical, geographic, or ecological context. Thus we should be cautious when we assess water resource
conflicts in new geographic, ecological, hydrological, legal, and cultural
settings. It may be, and perhaps is
likely, that what has worked for us
will not work in different context.
Perhaps less obvious, but more important, is that climate change will
ultimately render a new Columbia
River Basin that is different ecologically, hydrologically, culturally,
and perhaps legally from what we
know today - our own home will
transition to that different context
for which our current institutions
might not work.4 We therefore must
be extremely cautious as we think
about how what we do today might
or might not work tomorrow.
What can WE learn when
nothing is the same?
Given the perhaps obvious point
that Chile is a different place, what
does the Bioblo have to say about
water resources in the Pacific Northwest and Idaho? From a cultural and
economic perspective, the Bioblo
River is Chile's most important river
system, and thus plays a cultural and
economic role similar to the Columbia River. The Bioblo is Chile's
second largest and most developed
river, flowing through the country's
second largest metropolitan area. It
30
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Climate change will ultimately render a new Columbia River Basin
that is different ecologically, hydrologically, culturally,
and perhaps legally from what we know today.

produces almost 5001 of Chile's hydroelectricity, and nearly 2000 of its
5
total electricity.
Beyond that very general comparison, finding a U.S. analogue for
the Bioblo is difficult but useful, because the Bioblo teaches more with
its differences than with any apparent similarities. Chile is famously
narrow, averaging approximately
110 miles in width from the peaks
of the Andes to the Pacific Ocean,
while running over 2,600 miles
north to south - California, in
comparison, is over twice as wide at
250 miles, but only 770 miles long
north to south. As a result, Chilean
rivers are short and steep, dropping
quickly from the mountains to the
central valley and ocean. Of rivers
in the western U.S., the Sacramento
is the most similar, descending rapidly from the Sierra Nevada into
the Sacramento Valley. But the Sacramento Basin is almost three times
the size of the Bioblo Basin, and the
Sacramento River itself 7000 longer.
But even with this much greater
area, the Sacramento's average annual flow is only two-thirds that of
6
the Bioblo.
Similarly, compared to Idaho river basins, the Bioblo produces a very
large amount of water in a relatively
small area. The mean annual flow
at the Bioblo's mouth is about the

same as the Snake River above Lewiston (about 34,000 cfs). 7 But the total
size of the Bioblo basin is just 100/0
of the Snake River Basin upstream of
Lewiston. That portion of the Upper
Snake River Basin above Howell's
Ferry near Minidoka drains 15,700
square miles, still almost 70% larger
than the total Bioblo Basin. Yet the
Snake River's average annual flow
at Howell's Ferry is just 6,500 cfs, or
less than 20% of the Bioblo's annual
average flow.' Put another way, the
Bioblo Basin produces almost ten
times more water per unit area than
the Snake River Basin.
Although the Snake and the
Bioblo seem to share little in common, the Snake River Basin's reservoir storage capacity above Howell's
Ferry is approximately the same as
the Chilean government's ultimate
goal for reservoir storage in the
Bioblo Basin - about 4 million acre
feet - and thus the Snake makes
for an interesting comparison. The
Bioblo's three large dams currently
have a maximum storage capacity of
about 1.2 million acre-feet of water,
the same as a single reservoir in the
Upper Snake: Palisades Reservoir,
the second largest reservoir in that
part of the Snake River basin. Rivers
in the Western United States are far
more developed, and have far greater
reservoir storage capacity, than the

Biobjo, even if their total flows are
much less. One reason for this is limited amount of space between the
Andes and the Pacific Ocean - there
simply is not as much room for dams
and reservoirs.
Ariver without fish?
While the obvious geographic
differences are significant, the more
significant differences, and the ones
that have something to teach us, are
more subtle. One of the differences
between the Biobio and our rivers is
that although the Biobjo is the most
biodiverse of Chilean rivers,9 it lacks
the iconic native fishes found in western streams. Most of the native fish
are small and largely unknown. The
largest native fish is a homely species
of catfish, reaching about 18 inches
in its largest examples. There are no
native fishes valuable from either a
commercial or cultural perspective.
Although the native Pewenche"
people of the upper Biobjo are considered a "sociedad riberefia" (a riverine society), they rely on the pine
nuts of the native Pewen1" tree for
both alimentary and spiritual sustenance. They have no connection to
rivers or fish similar to that of native
peoples in the Pacific Northwest.
This lack of an iconic, culturallyimportant fish species might initially
seem like a benefit to Chilean water
managers, because it would seem to
simplify integrated watershed management, relative to our experiences
in the Columbia River Basin. But in
many ways the opposite is true. If the
ultimate goal is a river system that
works for all of its inhabitants, providing cultural, ecological, hydropower, flood control, and irrigation
benefits, then salmon and steelhead
provide a useful focal point around
which to engage in conversation and

compromise. Salmon and steelhead
have helped ensure continued political power and cultural relevance for
native peoples. They provide reason
for causal participants to care about
river and ecosystem management.
Salmon and steelhead complicate
management, to be sure, but also
provide a reason for that management. While we might disagree
about the best route to get there, we
all care about the survival of anadromous fish populations. That focal
point is missing in the Bioblo.
Dams without irrigation
The western United States largely avoids another conflict faced in
Chile, but again, not necessarily
because of any wise choices or foresight on our part. Perhaps the most
significant ongoing water use conflict in the Biobjo basin involves
disputes between irrigators and hydroelectric facilities. 2 In Chile, the
highest power demand occurs during the winter, as the shorter daylight hours require increased use of
electric lighting and heating. In the
Biobjo's Mediterranean climate, the
highest irrigation demand is during the summer months, much like
in the western United States. But
unlike the western United States,
most of the Biobfo's water comes in
the form of winter rains. The high-

est river flows are thus in the winter
months, with much lower flows in
the spring and summer months. 3
Given the higher electricity demand in the winter, and the subsequent higher price of electricity
during the winter, hydropower companies release rather than store winter water. During the summer, with
power demand and prices lower,
hydropower companies store rather
than release water. The end result is
that irrigators have water when they
do not need it, and do not have it
when they need it. In contrast, in the
western United States, the period of
greatest power demand is in the late
summer, when air conditioner use is
at its highest. Upstream hydroelectric facilities thus benefit from passing water downstream during the
same time that water is most needed
by downstream irrigators. As noted
above, Chile does not benefit from
these fortuitously coincident demands.
Who wins when water is scarce?
In Chile, water rights are characterized as consumptive or non-consumptive. Irrigation is a consumptive right. Water rights for hydroelectric facilities are non-consumptive,
given that the water theoretically
remains within or returns to the watercourse.1 4 According to Chile's Wa-

During the summer, with power demand and prices lower,
hydropower companies store rather than release water. The end
result is that irrigators have water when they do not need it,
and do not have it when they need it.
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ter Code, non-consumptive rights
can be granted after consumptive
rights, so long as the use of the water does not prejudice the rights of
third parties to the same water, either in quantity or opportunity to
use (among other things)."5 Because
the largest Bioblo dams are relatively
new,16 this provision should protect
the pre-existing rights of downstream irrigators.
But as is often the case, both politics and economics can influence legal reasoning. In 1993, the Chilean
Supreme Court finally decided a
multi-year long dispute over the relative priorities of consumptive and
non-consumptive rights. Previously,
in the Maule River Basin, a new dam
(the Pehuenche Hyrdoelectric Plant)
had disrupted the water supply to
downstream, pre-existing consumptive rights holders. Notwithstanding
the statutory provision apparently
guaranteeing that non-consumptive
uses could not interfere with consumptive rights, the hydropower
facility claimed that inherent in the
non-consumptive right is the right
to fill an associated reservoir allowing use of the non-consumptive
right, whatever the impact on downstream users. The lower courts found
for the downstream users on several
occasions, but the Chilean Supreme
Court repeatedly overturned the
lower courts while avoiding the sub17
stantive issue.
But with the Pangue Hydroelectric Facility on the Biobo, the
Chilean Supreme Court finally had
to confront the substantive issue. 8
Pangue was much more controversial than the Pehuenche facility in
the Maule Basin, in part because it
would displace and have significant
effects on native Pewenche communities. 9 The dam would also have
significant, and arguably not con32
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sidered, environmental effects on an
undeveloped river canyon offering
world-class white water rafting. But
opponents seized on the water rights
issue in an effort to stop completion of the dam. Like the Pehuenche
facility, Pangue would be a run-ofthe-river dam with a small reservoir,
lacking the capacity to store large
quantities of water. It would therefore have potentially significant effects on downstream water users at
sporadic and unpredictable times, as
it altered river flows on a day-to-day
or week-to-week basis to take advantage of favorable market conditions.
Opponents argued that a non-con-

Given this interpretation, it
would seem that it is Chilean law
that is to blame for the conflict. In
a prior appropriation system like
that used in Idaho, the question of
whose rights must be satisfied first
is relatively straight forward - first
in time, first in right. So arguably,
if Chile would adopt a priority system more similar to that of western
States, it might avoid this or similar
problems in the future. But it is not
our law that makes the U.S. system
work somewhat better in allocating
water between irrigators and hydroelectric facilities. Chile's law would
probably work well if Chile were
like the western U.S. in other, nonlegal ways.
Despite recent international controversy about the Biobfo, it remains
a relatively undeveloped basin by
These higher storage capacities
U.S. standards. The main stem of the
in the United States reflect
Biobifo has only three major dams,
systems designed for irrigation
the newest of which has been operating less than two years. While the
as much as hydropower,
total storage capacity of the system is
particularly on the Snake River.
apparently unknown, the two largest
dams - Pangue and Ralco - can
only capture about 50% of the Biobfo's
total runoff. In contrast, almost 100%
of the annual runoff can be captured
in the Sacramento River system. And
in the Upper Snake River, the reservoirs capture over 80% of historical
average flows. These higher storage
sumptive right did not include the
capacities in the United States reright to alter water flows in this
flect systems designed for irrigation
fashion without concern for the efas much as hydropower, particularly
fects on downstream consumptive
on the Snake River. The major dams
rights holders. The Chilean Supreme
on the Upper Snake were built by
Court, ignoring its previous support the Bureau of Reclamation, with the
for the property rights of irrigators, purpose of constructing "irrigation
and the apparently clear language of works for the storage, diversion, and
the statute, determined that the dam development of waters for the reclaoperator could fill its reservoir, and mation of arid and semiarid lands"
potentially harm downstream wa- in the western United States. 21 In
ter users, without negotiating with Chile, the dams are primarily (and
20
those users in advance.
exclusively in some cases) hydropow-

er facilities. Thus part of the reason
we avoid conflicts between irrigators
and hydroelectric facilities as severe
as those in Chile is that we have already built a lot of dams, specifically
for irrigation, and thus have already
endured conflict and caused the ecological and cultural harms that Chile
might still be able to - and might
want to - avoid.

While this does not avoid all water use conflicts,
it does provide "more"water to work with, but at significant costs
to riparian ecosystems, migratory fish species, and native cultures
that Chileans are only beginning to experience.

How it is that we avoid conflict
There are thus three reasons, at
least, that might explain why there
is less conflict between irrigators
and hydroelectric facilities in the
western United States than in Chile:
First, we have built far more dams,
have much greater storage capacity,
and capture far more of the annual
runoff than can water managers in
the Bioblo Basin. While this does not
avoid all water use conflicts, it does
provide "more" water to work with,
but at significant costs to riparian
ecosystems, migratory fish species,
and native cultures that Chileans are
only beginning to experience.
Second, due to U.S power use
habits, demand for water for irrigation and hydropower are highest
at the same time: during the summer. It is primarily this demand for
more power in the summer, rather
than any inherent benefit in how we
manage water, that helps avoid the
conflict seen in Chile. Unlike Chile,
hydroelectric facilities in the western U.S. can fill their reservoirs when
the water is not needed by irrigators,
and pass water when it is.
Finally, as noted above, the Bioblo
Basin currently provides 19% of the
electricity for Chile's entire Sistema
Interconectado Central.22 In the
U.S., all hydropower from all river
systems only accounts for 50 of our
total power supply. Consequently,
the importance of hydropower in

the Biobjo is much greater, relative
to irrigation. It is also important in
a national, rather than a regional,
sense. Chilean irrigators do not have
the same political power, compared
to private hydroelectric companies,23
and U.S. irrigators.
Idaho's most significant historic
conflict between irrigators and a
hydroelectric facility helps demonstrate these points. On the surface,
Idaho Power's 1983 lawsuit against
7,500 upstream irrigators threatened
to restrict irrigation on thousands of
acres. 24 While some of the conflict's
effects were significant, 25 the Swan
Falls Agreement ultimately allowed
continued irrigation upstream of
Swan Falls. Again, rather than some
element inherent in our institutional regimes, it was the overall system's
physical flexibility, due both to its
natural and constructed elements
(including sufficient available water
at the time),26 as well as the political power of the irrigators, that provided a path toward an agreement
that continues working today. That
flexibility, and even the political conditions benefitting irrigators, might
not exist to help resolve conflicts in
the future.
Conclusion
Compared to Chile, the western
United States avoids certain catego-

ries of significant water resource conflicts not necessarily because of anything inherent in our institutions or
governance regimes, but because of
fortuitous ecological and cultural
circumstances, and some previous
significant government-funded or
assisted development that has caused
its own ecological and social problems. As climate change alters hydrological and socioecological systems,
those same fortuitous aspects of our
overall water regime may no longer
exist. Just as climate and cultural
change might alter Chile's power
demands and the balance of its hydropower production and irrigation
needs, similar changes might unbalance our own currently precariously
balanced hydropower and irrigation needs. More troubling, climate
change might also further threaten
salmon and steelhead populations.
In the Pacific Northwest, these fish
provide a continuing cultural connection to our rivers. As those fish
are threatened, so too is our connection with and concern for natural
rivers.
Ultimately, Chile's lesson for the
western United States is perhaps
both simple and obvious, but crucial
nonetheless: our water resource institutions must take into account the
changing cultural, hydrological, ecological, and climatic context of our
The Advocate- May 2015
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region. In the past, we have avoided
or successfully managed conflict, in
part, because the specific conditions
that existed at that particular time,
potentially independent of the actual legal structures governing those
conditions. If avoiding conflict was
due to a historical accident as much
as our intentional actions, we must
be aware that those same historical
accidents might not happen again
in the future. The Columbia River
Basin will be a different place - culturally, ecologically, hydrologically,

and climatically - and our water
resource institutions must prepare
for that.
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14. Codigo de Aguas, Libro Primero, Titulo II, Articulo 14° , available at http://
www.leychile.cl/Consulta/homebasico
(last visited March 3, 2015).
15. Chile's Water Code provides for nonconsumptive rights so long as they do
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106-109 (2004).

18. See Orrego v. Empresa El~ctrica
Pangue (Corte Suprema, May 8, 1993)
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19. The Ralco hydroelectric project,
which was constructed a few years after
and upstream from Pangue, was even
more controversial. Unlike Pangue's runof-the river operation, Ralco created a
large reservoir which flooded an ancient
Pewenche cemetery. There were numer-

ous violent clashes between the government and Pewenche protesters during
construction. A 2014 Spanish-language
documentary of the conflict-tilted
Quintremdn - Crecer con Sabidurfa (Grow
with Wisdom)-is available on YouTube
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Newlands Act. Of the five original dams
in the Minidoka Project, three were intended exclusively for irrigation purposes. The other two provided for both
irrigation and power production. A history of the Minidoka Project is available
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http://www.usbr.gov/projects/Project.
jsp?projName=Minidoka+Project (last
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25. The most obvious effect was the initiation of the Snake River Basin Adjudication.
26. One indication of that structural flexibility is the fact that the mean monthly
flows at the Murphy gauge on the Snake
River, in August, apparently have never
dropped to the required minimum flows
established by the Swan Falls Agreement. Data for the Murphy gauge is
available at: http://waterdata.usgs.gov/
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